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HOLIDAY 2021

At Walmart, we’re anticipating a 
holiday season that’s bigger than 
ever, with big opportunities for 
advertisers like you. 

We encourage you to take advantage 
of Walmart’s Holiday moments by 
increasing your presence on our 
digital properties during these 
shopping surges.

Now’s the time to strategize and 
optimize campaigns that will connect 
your brand and products to Walmart 
customers. 

 

Search campaign guide

During Holiday 2020, customers shifted to 
buying on Walmart’s site and app1. 

An online opportunity for advertisers  

Sources: ¹Walmart first-party data, June 2021; Nov. 1 - Dec. 31, 2020. 

Triple-digit growth

Search activity

Pickup & delivery sales 

Double-digit growth

Web traffic

Online sales

Holiday tip

Price your products 
competitively to help 
maintain market share 

and customers. 
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Additional key Holiday dates

2021 Black Friday Deals for Days events

• Gradually increase daily budgets between 10 to 30% if
caps continuously hit. 
• Test bid multipliers with 20-40% values to identify 
placements that work best for your products. 
• Increase bids in 10% increments as long as ROAS is 
consistently strong; decrease bids if caps are met. 
 

PRE-HOLIDAY

Online traffic ramps up. Capture early-deal seekers, 
grocery customers and product researchers. 

Capture last-minute grocery customers.  

• Increase daily budget caps by 2 – 5X. 
• Increase bids to be competitive.
• Apply bid multipliers to better-performing placements.
• Ensure campaigns are live and reflect your chosen strategy. 

November 24 | THANKSGIVING EVE

• Shopping on mobile devices surges on Thanksgiving Day. 
• Take advantage of mobile traffic by increasing bid 
multipliers on mobile and app placements.

November 25 | THANKSGIVING 
Walmart stores are closed. Optimize online 
shopping campaigns for late afternoon.

November 28 | FIRST DAY OF HANUKKAH
• Keep daily budget caps high enough to gather sales 
throughout the weekend.  
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• Set a daily budget that is high enough to keep your ads 
showing up without missing potential sales during this 
competitive environment.
• Use bid multipliers for homepage and stock up to reach 
customers at the start and end of their experience.

Big sales day for electronics.

November 29 | CYBER MONDAY

• Maintain higher average daily budget as long as 
demand is steady.
• If demand decreases, consider lowering daily budget 
caps and bids to pre-Holiday levels. 

Electronics sales continue to be higher than average 
through December 5.

November 30 | GIVING TUESDAY

This year, Walmart will spread Black Friday savings across three November events. Each savings event will 
begin online at Walmart.com and continue with the same deals in Walmart stores. Categories include toys, 
electronics, apparel, home goods, hardlines, tires and much more.

Event 1: Amazing deals begin online November 3 and in stores November 5.
Event 2: Another round of great deals begins online November 10 and in stores November 12.
Event 3: A month of savings wraps up with the biggest, best savings of the season for the most exciting 

shopping day of the year.

In addition to Black Friday Deals for Days events, Walmart will offer Rollbacks on items across the store 
and on Walmart.com, on top of our everyday low prices.
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• Monitor daily budget caps; increase or decrease as needed. 
• Automatic campaigns: Increase bids on priority items. 
• Manual campaigns and Search Brand Amplifier: Increase 
bids on top-performing keywords.  

Last peak December sales day.

December 13 | GREEN MONDAY

December 6 | LAST DAY OF HANUKKAH

• Add keywords harvested from performance reports that 
are not already live in campaigns to capture additional 
search traffic.
• Prioritize top-performing items and keywords by 15%. 

December 22
Last day of higher-than-average Holiday sales. Last day 
of free 2-day shipping for on-time Christmas delivery.

• Identify budget remaining to spend before end of 
month and adjust caps accordingly.

Day after Christmas; customers exchange or return 
gifts and use gift cards. Last chance for Holiday sales. 
 

December 26 | FIRST DAY OF KWANZAA

December 31 | NEW YEAR’S EVE

January 1 | NEW YEAR’S DAY
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• Increase stock up and app placements.  

Take advantage of last-minute customers picking up 
gifts or groceries in-store.

December 24 | CHRISTMAS EVE

• Use item page bidding feature to target your items 
against competitors or upsell your own items.

After opening gifts, customers will be researching 
products to purchase with their gift cards.

December 25 | CHRISTMAS DAY

Additional key Holiday dates, continued
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Understand what your current daily budget 
threshold is and plan to increase the daily 
budgets by up to 5x to ensure your campaigns 
stay live all day.

Experienced advertisers: Consider a secondary 
campaign with lower bids that would serve 
once your competitive campaign has capped 
out. Use automated rules to pre-set budget 
increases, in larger increments.

•

•

Budget

Prioritize seasonal, high-performing and 
top-selling items. 

Review last year’s item performance to know 
which items to prioritize or deprioritize.

Higher AUR items can usually afford higher 
bids, and items that have historically higher 
ad spend but low ROAS should be bid lower 
to improve sales. 

Doublecheck that items are cataloged 
correctly to make sure they live onsite where 
they will convert best.

Items

•

•

•

•
  

Bid lower on items with historically high ad 
spend but low ROAS. 

Optimize bids up or down in increments of 
40¢ - $1 based on individual item performance.

Bidding

•

•

HOLIDAY BEST PRACTICES

Automatic Sponsored 
Products campaigns

Covers most 
inventory

Highest-ROAS 
Search tactic 

Lowest average 
Holiday CPC

Include your portfolio
of items in this 

broad-reach tactic
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HOLIDAY BEST PRACTICES

Manual Sponsored Products campaigns

Start with the product titles of items 
you wish to target. Bid on the 
taxonomy levels for maximum reach.

With no top-128 search threshold, 
Buy Box helps build relevancy for 
items without history and leads to 
more clicks and sales. 

New item-page placements
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Include keywords that drove clicks and 
conversions last year. Identify them from Keyword 
and Item Keyword performance reports. 

Include top-selling, promotional, or high AUR 
items in your Manual ad groups to showcase your 
best products. 

Consider adding keywords that appear on your 
item pages, including long-tail and holiday terms.

Keywords

•

•

•
  

Bid on keywords that align with your item 
set. The more relevant the keyword to the 
item, the more frequently it will serve.

Continuously update campaigns with 
keywords harvested from performance 
reports.

Disable underperforming keywords.

Experienced advertisers: Consider higher 
daily ad spends on this tactic since the 
competitive bid will cause the campaign to 
exhaust its budget quicker.

Optimizations

•

•

•

•
  

Second 
highest-ROAS 
Search tactic 

Premium search
placements

65+% 
of the top 20 keywords 
searched during Holiday 
last year were branded 

keyword searches2
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Source: 2GCP Walmart 1st party data Nov. 1 – Dec. 25, 2020.
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Continuously update campaigns with keywords 
harvested from all of your Search campaigns.

Disable underperforming keywords.

Swap out underperforming items.

•

•

• 

Optimizations

Consider bidding lower for branded keywords 
and higher for nonbranded and category 
keywords. 
 
Use Search Brand Amplifier plus Automatic 
and Manual Sponsored Products to dominate 
market share.

Experienced advertisers: Build multiple 
Search Brand Amplifier campaigns for a select 
set of items, with related keywords for each 
campaign. Your ads will serve more frequently 
and deliver sales and stronger ROAS. 

Setup

•

•

•

Ensure the breadcrumbs of all your items are 
consistent.

Pair top items with priority keywords.

Choose keywords relevant to item taxonomies to 
improve compatibility of items within the module.   

Items

•

•

•

Grocery and “pick up today” items may now be included in Search Brand Amplifier.

New for Holiday 2021

Showcase your 
priority, new and 

seasonal items with 
this high-visibility 

tactic

Ultra-premium
placement

Search Brand Amplifier campaigns

HOLIDAY BEST PRACTICES
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Sources: 3GCP Walmart first party data, 2021. 4GCP Walmart first party data, 2021; Nov. 26 – 30, 2020 vs. Feb. 1  – Jan. 31, 2020.

Find more tips and 
insights in the 2021 
Walmart Connect 
Holiday Playbook

#1
device for Walmart 
customers3

App is our

+45%
Buy Box CTR increase4

2X
growth4

ROAS observed nearly
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https://walmartconnect.com/content/wmg/home/walmart-holiday-playbook--shining-a-light-on-opportunities-in-th.html
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Connect with deal-seekers  
Add these keyword phrases to reach customers 
searching for discounts across multiple categories 
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These materials are provided pursuant to the parties' confidentiality agreement and are considered Walmart confidential 
and proprietary information and may not be disclosed or further distributed without Walmart's express consent. 

“Cyber Monday 2021”

“gifts for family”

“stocking stuffers”

“[your product] on clearance”

“Black Friday deals”

“Black Friday ads online”
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